
 
Name: __________________________  Explorer: _____________________________ 
 
Choose one of the following projects to do on a chosen explorer.  For either project, you will 
research the explorer's lifetime but with an emphasis on his contribution to the Age of 
Exploration.  Things you need to consider are: 

� vitals such as place and date of birth; date of death 
� what country he represented as an explorer 
� specific places that he explored; lands he may have claimed (maps are good too) 
� unique, interesting facts about the explorer 
� the significance of his contribution to the Age of Exploration 

 

" "An Explorer's Who Am I?  Card  (Good for just about anyone) 
 A "Who Am I?" card is a folded piece of card stock that reveals information about the 
explorer you have chosen to research.  Here's how it works: 

1. First, you must develop a list of five clues about your explorer but don't reveal his name. 
2. Rank the clues from most difficult to least difficult.  Choose the clues carefully, it will 

play a role in your overall mark! 
3. Put a title of "Who Am I?" across the top of your folded page.  

Be decorative! 
4. Below the title, list your five clues, again, in order from 

hardest to easiest. 
5. On the inside, you must find a good picture of your explorer 

to put on the step.  This can be computer printed, 
photocopied, or hand-drawn.  See me when you're ready to 
add it to your card. 

6. Below the picture, write or type a brief biography of your explorer, highlighting some of 
the points listed above.  This should be in complete sentence form and in your own 
words.  (DO NOT copy information from the Internet or other sources directly!) 

7. On the back, include a map of your explorer's travels.  This can be computer printed, 
photocopied, or hand-drawn. 

8. Add any creative extras to make your project extra special. 
 

Put Your Explorer on a Stamp! (Good for the artists in the class) 
 Imagine Canada Post is doing a line of stamps celebrating the world's explorers.  You 
get to design the stamp!  Here's what you need to know: 

1. You will be given a large template of a stamp (regular sized 
card stock) to draw a picture of your explorer; he can be 
posing, as if for a painting, or it can be an action scene from 
his past. 

2. The stamp should be colourful, detailed, neat and visually 
appealing.  Include a price on the stamp (ex. 52¢), the name 
Canada, and the explorer's name.  Layout is critical here so 
think carefully! 

3. On the back, you will write a brief biography of your explorer, highlighting some of the 
points listed above.  This should be in complete sentence form and in your own words.  
(DO NOT copy information from the Internet or other sources directly!) 

 

Explorer Project 
 



Be An Explorer (Good for the dramatic students) 
 Gear up and become your chosen explorer!  That's right - you get to be an explorer.  
This project takes some creative and dramatic flair.  Here are the details: 

1. Organize your research into a monologue and write it in the first person 
(ex. "I" and "me"); (DO NOT copy information from the Internet or other 
sources directly!) 

2. During your oral presentation, you will pretend to be your explorer and tell 
us your story, from humble beginnings to the excitement of exploration.  
Think about the explorer videos we watched - like those guys! 

3. Costumes are strongly encouraged but don't have to be entirely accurate.  
It is relatively easy to turn every day articles of clothing into costume material.  Large 
props are unnecessary but smaller props are encouraged. 

4. This is critical:  like a speech, you need to memorize your monologue and share it with 
creative voice and presentation (don't just talk to us and please don't read to us!). 

5. The time expectation for this project is 2-4 minutes.   
 

The Evaluation 
 Below you will find the rubric that will be used to grade your chosen project.  Consult 
this rubric as your work on your project so that you can get as close to that Level 4 as possible. 
 

CriteriaCriteriaCriteriaCriteria    Level 1Level 1Level 1Level 1    Level 2Level 2Level 2Level 2    Level 3Level 3Level 3Level 3    Level 4Level 4Level 4Level 4    
EffortEffortEffortEffort    
� time time time time investedinvestedinvestedinvested    
� ideasideasideasideas    
� layoutlayoutlayoutlayout    

DDDD----  D   D+  D   D+  D   D+  D   D+    
Messy and/or poorly 
constructed; many 
empty spaces and 
little has been done 
to make it appealing. 

CCCC----  C   C+  C   C+  C   C+  C   C+    
May have been 
rushed; layout is 
uninteresting or not 
clearly thought out. 

BBBB----  B   B+  B   B+  B   B+  B   B+    
Careful planning and 
effort have been 
factored into the 
project.  Solid layout 
throughout. 

AAAA----  A   A+  A   A+  A   A+  A   A+    
Special attention to 
detail is evident; time, 
care and pride have 
been invested in the 
project as a whole. 

Biographical Biographical Biographical Biographical 
InformationInformationInformationInformation    
� researchresearchresearchresearch    
� contentcontentcontentcontent    

� organizationorganizationorganizationorganization    

DDDD----  D   D+  D   D+  D   D+  D   D+    
Information is 
incomplete or lacking 
sufficient detail.  
Poorly organized. 

CCCC----  C   C+  C   C+  C   C+  C   C+    
Some evidence of 
research.  Content 
covers the basics 
only.  Organization is 
choppy. 

BBBB----  B   B+  B   B+  B   B+  B   B+    
Research covers 
most of the required 
criteria.  Content is 
clear.  Organization 
is sufficient. 

AAAA----  A   A+  A   A+  A   A+  A   A+    
Information & content 
is thorough and 
complete.  
Organization is 
flawless. 

CreativityCreativityCreativityCreativity    
� artistic elementsartistic elementsartistic elementsartistic elements    
� dramatic flairdramatic flairdramatic flairdramatic flair    

    

DDDD----  D   D+  D   D+  D   D+  D   D+    
Artistic or dramatic 
flair is lacking; dry or 
uninteresting. 

CCCC----  C   C+  C   C+  C   C+  C   C+    
Some artistic or 
dramatic flair is 
evident. 

BBBB----  B   B+  B   B+  B   B+  B   B+    
Artistic or dramatic 
flair is strong and 
creative. 

AAAA----  A   A+  A   A+  A   A+  A   A+    
Exceptional artistic or 
dramatic flair is 
present. 

Wows!Wows!Wows!Wows!    

    
    
    
    

HmmHmmHmmHmmms...ms...ms...ms...    

    
    
    
    

 


